We shall obtain upper and lower bounds for certain functionals associated with linear equations involving positive operators. Attention is focused on these functionals because of their considerable physical significance in applications. A bound from one side is furnished by the usual variational principle. For boundary value problems the reciprocal variational principle introduced by Friedrichs, and later modified by Diaz, provides a complementary bound. In the present article we extend these ideas to an integral equation over a domain E. Our procedure requires information (which is often available) for the same integral equation over some larger domain E'. This approach bears resemblance to the one used by Weinstein and Aronszajn in a series of papers dealing with eigenvalue problems.
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Suppose then that we wish to estimate
We assume that we know how to solve the integral equation
for some domain E'Z)E. The situation described above occurs frequently in applications. For instance, if the domains are one-dimensional and the kernel is a difference kernel k(x -y), then the integral equation (2) is easily solved if (a) k(x) has period T and E' is an interval of length T, or (b) k(x) is Fourier transformable and E f is the whole real axis. Since the method we employ is not restricted to integral equations, we describe it in a slightly more abstract setting.
Let A be a real, self-adjoint, positive operator on the space of real Li functions over E'. The usual inner product of two functions v(x) and w(x) is written (v, w). We denote by P the projection operator defined by
The integral equation (1) can then be rewritten
If w has been found, then Au can be calculated for all xÇiE' and we have (4) Au = ƒ + g with Pg = 0.
The equation (2) takes the form Az = h, where A" 1 is regarded as known.
We wish to estimate 1= (ƒ, u) = (P^4w, w) == (4^, w). It is convenient to introduce a new inner product By choosing v = u, the minimum in (6) is obviously attained. We now rewrite (6) with a view toward the application of the Rayleigh-Ritz method. Let v 0 be an arbitrary fixed function such that PAvo-f, that is, Avo « f + go, with Pgo » 0.
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Since A~x is known, this equation can be Solved for any go, but convenience or physical considerations will usually dictate the choice of go. We then define Jo = (fltf, AVQ) = (flo, ƒ + go).
Any function v for which PAv=f can be written v = Vo+w, with Aw = q and Pq = 0. Substituting in (6), we find
We note that the right side of this inequality reduces to I when q is chosen equal to g-go, where g is defined from (4).
To apply the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure to (7), we introduce an independent set of functions i/'i, The corresponding approximation, call it #*, to g-go is then (9) q* = E ftfc, where the {c^} are calculated from (8), We observe that q* satisfies the reciprocity principle so that
If we use a one term approximation q*~ap t we find / S Jo -<*o, *>*/<*, ^~V>; -P* = o.
In conjunction with (S), we have <*,ƒ>»/<*, ;4*> â / S /o -<*o, tA) 2 /^, 4-V>,
where P<j>=<t> and P^ = 0. In practice, the trial functions <£ and ^ should be chosen to be reasonable approximations to u and g-go, respectively. Applications to physical problems will be described elsewhere.
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